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This collection is inspired by Marie Antoinette and her 
indulgent lifestyle. My aim was to create a luxurious space that 

combined new technologies with antique and traditional 
silhouettes. In this space, more is more. Colors include deep, 

rich tones that I pulled from my trend research 
and materials include a mix of many textures like velvet, 

jacquard weaves, hand-crocheted blankets, and woven floats. 
Antoinette is designed to tell a story that transcends across 

history and into the present. 

antoinettedesigner’s statement
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antoinettetextile 1: kingly

Kingly is shibori fabric dyed in indigo, which 
is true to the time period of marie antoinette. 

However, by combining it with the modern 
technique of jacquard woven shibori, the 

result is a modern yet regal repeating pattern 
that plays with depth and a highly textured 

hand.I developed 6 different shibori 
structures to test on their own before 

combining them. The most challenging aspect 
was changing the box motion since these 

patterns actually use 5 yarns. After choosing 
two structures, I developed a repeating pattern 

to insert the structures into. 100% Cotton with Indigo Dye
Woven on Stabuli Rigid Jacquard

Weave Structure in EAT Design Software



antoinettetextile 1: kingly

click to watch video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfEqb0HmqiM


antoinettetextile 1: kingly

click to watch video



antoinettetextile 2 & 3: alouette & blossom

Alouette and blossom are designed to go together for upholstery on a 
camelback settee. The settee features an engineered and a repeating print on 100% 
cotton sateen. The antique silhouette of the couch combined with the traditional 
motifs in fresh, bold coloring points to my concept of transcending time. The 

lustrous fabric suggests luxury and femininity. Both prints are derived from hand 
painted motifs using gouache and watercolors and arranged digitally using 

adobe photoshop and lectra kaledo print. 



antoinette

Engineered digital print, designed to fit the full width of the settee,  print file 52”w x 30”h

textile 2: alouette



antoinette

Tossed digital print, 9” Repeat with Half Drop, Designed for cushion and piping on settee

textile 3: blossom



antoinettetextile 2 & 3: alouette & blossom

Texture mapping of settee



antoinettetextile 2 & 3: alouette & blossom

Veritas  Digital Photography

Veritas  Digital Photography



antoinettetextile 4: layna

In the past I have experimented some with 
floats to add texture and visual interest to 

jacquard fabrics. The float pillow here relates 
to my concept by bringing in tactile interest 

as well as through choice of yarn. My 
simplistic design showcases the rich fuschia 

and lustrous gold floats.I developed a color 
blanket using 4 yarns of choice shown here. 

My Yarn positions were: 
1-Off White, 2-Fuschia, 3-Peach, 4-Gold.

From there I chose one structure with floats 
and manipulated it to create a diamond 

pattern for a 20” sq pillow.
 

EAT Weave structures

Four cones of yarn



antoinettetextile 4: layna

Veritas  Digital Photography



antoinette

Traditional damask repeats can be traced back to 
14th century france. I hand drew this motif and 
put it in a half drop repeat with structures from 

my color blanket that I used for the float 
pillow. It fits well with my concept because it’s 
a modern take on a pattern marie antoinette 
was likely to actually own. The base motif was 
drawn in adobe photoshop and I developed it 

into a repeat using lectra kaledo print. 
 

ORIGINAL MOTIF
Woven on Stabuli Rigid Jacquard

6” SQ HALF DROP REPEAT

textile 5: romilly



antoinette

Veritas  Digital Photography

textile 5: romilly



antoinette

I watercolored four scallops and arranged them 
in a half drop repeat using lectra kaledo. The 
scallop shape points to a common traditional 

wallpaper motif with a modern twist. This 
design could of course be printed on other 

substrates such as fabric if desired.
 

textile 6: coquille



antoinette

Colorway 1

textile 6: coquille
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Colorway 2

textile 6: coquille



antoinettetextile 6: coquille



antoinette

Drawing inspiration from traditional 
tile floors, I watercolored one 5” sq 

motif and arranged it into a repeating 
pattern with multiple colorways. This 
tile repeat incorporates motifs derived 
from porcelain tiles, which when used 

on the wall have long been a symbol of 
sophistication, luxury, and elegance. 

The full repeat tile is 20” square. Though 
it was designed with wallpaper in mind, 

it would also be appropriate for other 
home decor such as drapery, table 

settings, or pillows.
 

textile 7: tuile

original 5” motif

20” Repeatable tile



antoinette

Colorway 1

textile 7: tuile

Colorway 2



antoinettetextile 7: tuile



antoinettetextile 8: caimbrie

This design is hand crocheted using a 
cream wool blend yarn. It features a soft 

feminine textural design that can be 
paired with bolder designs without being 
distracting. The yarn is Loops and Thread 
Cozy Wool in the color Fleece. The count 
of the yarn is 1.55 g/m  and the needle is 
US Crochet Hook Standard size N (10mm). 
the stitches I am using are bean, bobble, 
granite, half double, and single crochet 
in a repeating pattern. The blanket is 105 
stitches wide and approximately the size 

of a twin blanket.



antoinettetextile 8: caimbrie



antoinettetextile 9: rowan

I hand-painted an art deco style 
flower in my sketchbook with 

watercolors. Using this singular 
motif, I developed a tossed 

repeating pattern to be used for 
wallpaper or fabric. Since it is 

non-directional, it can be used 
for any application. This pattern 
relates to my concept through its 
soft femininity and ability to be 
either a statement design or to 
be used as a base or background 

for other designs.



antoinette

Colorway 1

textile 9: rowan



antoinette

Colorway 2

textile 9: rowan



antoinettetextile 9: rowan



antoinettetextile 10: adelio

This design is inspired by a classic animal print but brings a modern 
twist by leaving in the whole animal. Using watercolored snow leopards, I created a 
repeat that depicts the creatures in surreal fauna. This print intended for a low-pile 

velvet substrate. The noble snow leopards and the luxurious velvet point 
back to my inspiration of lavish spaces and majesty.



antoinette

Repeatable Tile

textile 10: adelio



antoinettetextile 10: adelio



antoinette

Using a hand-painted motif, I developed a 
repeating linear design. I decided to remove 

parts of the design at varying heights to create a 
drapery design over a gradient. This design fits 
well in the collection because it brings a new 

schematic to traditional vine motifs.
 

textile 11: faye



antoinettetextile 11: faye

Though the design is engineered, it does repeat horizontally so it can be produced at different widths.



antoinettetextile 11: faye
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antoinetteabout the designer

Hi! I'm Lindy.
 For me, design is all about the 
community or conversation it creates. 
My style focuses on detail and quality 
while incorporating bold features.

When I'm not busy creating textiles or 
art, I love spending my time in the 
outdoors hiking, walking, and just 
exploring. In fact, this is where I get most 
of my inspiration for my designs. In my 
career I hope to use textiles to influence 
emotion and create community. 
 



antoinetteresume

Connect with me!

Instagram
@lindystarkdesigns

Facebook
Lindy Stark Designs

Portfolio
www.lindystark.com



antoinetteaccreditations 

Over the past four years, studio  has brought me immense joy and priceless memories and friendships. I 
had imagined my senior exhibition countless ways, but, of course, none of them ended with it being 
cancelled due to covid 19. Even so, I would like to use this space to thank some people who have impacted 
me tremendously throughout my time here at the Wilson College of Textiles.

● To my parents, thank you for always supporting my passions and dreams, and for raising me to be 
resilient even when things don’t go as planned. I couldn’t have done this without you.

● To sam, my loving fiance, thank you for always being there for me throughout this process, for 
bringing me coffee on late studio nights, and for being my biggest fan.

● To Dr. LAmar and Dr. Suh, thank you for all you have done for the FTD Class of 2020 in leading us 
through new territory and making sure we had the resources to finish our collections.

● To DR. Chapman and Janie Woodbridge, the two of you have impacted my work ethic and design style 
over the last four years more than you can realize. Thank you for being so willing to help me and 
my classmates both inside and outside of the classroom. It does not go unnoticed for any of us.

 




